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Executive Summary:
 the following is a summary of ten energy conservation

projects. These projects are practical case studies
regarding energy conservation in different facilities in
west bank

 The main objective of these projects was to promote
cooperation between university and business world (
companies , factories and hospitals,....)in order to
study the current situation and applying different
energy conservation measures to reduce the energy
consumption and cost,  to improve the quality of
electricity, and to reduce the CO2 emissions in large
quantity .

 STEP-Strengthening University-Enterprise Linkages in
Palestine-aims to contribute to the socio-economic
development in Palestine by strengthening linkages
between universities and enterprises in terms of
cooperation and partnerships.

Engineering in Clean Energy and Conservation
Strategy
(An-Najah National University)
[Nablus-Palestine]
[http://www.najah.edu]

[www.step-tempus.net]





1-Energy Audit in the faculty of physical education

Project objective Making study on the heating system in the Faculty building.

Project beneficiary An Najah National University .

Prepared by Eng.Abdurahman Samoudi
Eng. Rawan Abu Shmais

The energy conservation measures :

1- The Solar System which is evacuated tube (U-Tube)
2- Installing an Energy Economizer to recover the heat loss on flue
gases
3- Installing an HFO Burner to replace the Diesel Burner, due low
price of HFO in comparison with Diesel
4- Shutting down one boiler and depending on one boiler and the
solar system
The conservation strategy that explained in this audit has two effects
to the Investor:
1- Good effect: there are significant savings and an acceptable SPBP
which varies between (13 to 7) years.
2- Bad effect: the using of HFO will cost the environment an extra 61,124 Kg of Emissions per year

Results:

Recommendation:

 Availability of Combustion Analyzer
 Replace the Second Boiler with Small LPG Heater
 Try another fuel such as the LPG
 Using electrical boiler

SWH Feasibility study

Total saving cost 11007.55$

Total Saved emissions 7660Kg of CO2

Economizer Feasibility study

Total saving cost 2445.66$
Total Saved emissions 996.5Kg of CO2



2-National Beverages Company Energy Audit

The energy conservation measures.
1- lighting system( using T5 lamps, photocell sensors, pv system, led lamps )
2-Motors( HEM and VSD)
3-HVAC(Using waste heat from the Using waste heat from the compressor for heating.)

Results: We used T5 lamps the energy saved was 17.024 KWh/ day .the energy saved by using
photocell sensors 60.228 KWh/day. Then we  supposed to use the T5 and photocell the energy saved
was 68.8 KWh/day. A  PV system was  designed to cover the lighting load. In industrial lighting we used
LED lamps the saving was 48720 KWh/yr. Some approximations was made to use the waste heat from
the compressors to heat the offices the energy saving was 234,998.4 KWh  . We used two measures in
motors HEM and VSD , the energy saving was 24360 KWh/yr, 192560 KWh/yr respectively . We achieved
a good saving in each item, and reduced the CO2 emissions in large quantity.

Recommendation:
1-Increase awareness between the employees of the factory for the importance of energy conservation
2- Using the lighting methods we explained to reduce the electrical bill and to take benefit of nature
light.
3- Changing the roof off a factory and use a transparent
4- Using the waste heat out from compressors again in HVAC system, but with more specific
measurements.
5-They should use one of the methods for increasing  efficiency of motors ,because they’re consists
more than60%oftotalload.

Project objective Energy Conservation Measures(ECM) in lighting system, motors and HVAC
to reduce the cost , save energy .

Project beneficiary National Beverages Company (NBC).
Prepared by Eng. Alaa Awwad

Eng. AbdElrahman Odeh

Environmental Impacts of Energy Conservation / year

UsingT5 CO2saving=2300Kg

Using Photocell CO2 saving=8150kg
UsingT5with photocell CO2saving=9300Kg
HVAC CO2saving=100000kg
Using HEM &VFD CO2saving=83500kg

Using T5 and Photocell sensors
Energy saving per year 21465.6
Money saving per year 13952.62 NIS

SPBP 2.049



3_Al- Zakah private hospital Energy Audit

Project objective Making study on Boiler system ,Solar water heater collectors system ,Air
conditioning system and Lighting system for make saving in cost and energy.

Project beneficiary Al- Zakah private hospital
Prepared by Eng. Ameer Khaleel

The energy conservation measures:

1- Boiler system (We improved the combustion efficiency of the boiler by adjusting the ( air to fuel ratio
) . The excess air quality was minimized from 24.2%  to 11%
(recommended value),  so we got boiler efficiency improved from
82% to 83.3% .

2- Solar water heater collectors system

3- Air conditioning system

4- Lighting system

Results:

Floor Total Rooms energy
consumption KWH

Total energy consumption for
removed lamps KWH

Saving KWH Cost Saving
NIS/year

1 23157 11242.5 11914.5 8578.44

2 14904 6792 8112 5840.64

3 6894 2538 4356 3136.32
Total 44955 20572.5 24382.5 14529.5

Recommendation:

1-Increase awareness of energy issues and energy conservation within the professional, general public
and legislators, by developing of Governmental policies , regulations, provisions and incentives to
encourage use and investment in solar thermal technologies.

2-Support and improve utilization of renewable energy sources especially of solar power as sunshine is
abundant and clean source of energy.

3-Develop legal and legislative instruments by the Palestinian legislative council (PLC), and related
ministries, and issue legal enforcement of energy codes and manual practices for energy conservation
and efficiency.



4- Energy Audit at golden Wheat Mills Company

Energy Conservation Measure:

1-Study the conditions of the transformers ( PF, LF)
2-Change the tariff system from low tension to high tension system.
3-Motors and suggestion to replace them to high efficient motors
4-lighting systems
5-Hot water boilers and SWH.
6-Forklifts and ability to change them by electric type.

Environmental Impact (CO2 emissions):

Lighting systems 14591.86 Kg/year

Motors and change them to high efficient motors 43552.89 Kg of CO2/year

Boilers and SWH 4623.47 Kg/year

Forklifts 640.608 kg/year

The final economic results

Total energy saved 84,236.45KWH

Total yearly saving 162,704.486 NIS

Recommendation:

1-Make and design software program to make easier calculations of saving due to flat rate tariff
2-Using solar energy  in some sectors and see if that feasible or not ( for example for charging electric
forklift).
3-Study ability replace all lighting units in the company by LED types.

Project objective Making Energy Conservation Measure for motors ,
lighting system and solar water heater

Project beneficiary Golden Wheat Mills Company

Prepared by Eng. Anas  Nassorah
Eng. Ruba Abu Alia



5-Palestine Plastic Industries Co Energy Audit

Project objective Make energy audit for the facility to reduce the energy consumption and
cost.
- to improve the quality of electricity
- to reduce the energy consumption

Project beneficiary Palestine Plastic Industries Co

Prepared by Eng. Ashraf Imraish

Energy conservation measures:

1- Building information and analysis of loads data.
2- lighting system
3- PV as one alternative of a renewable distributed generation system
4- power factor.
5- the losses of energy in electrical wires.
6- discus the motors and compressors system .
7- the boiler system
8- the electrical diesel generator.

Results:

The lighting system needs to correction as install some sensors and
use natural lighting to reduce the energy consumption around to 12425kWh, 8076NIS, and 1618NIS

from natural lighting yearly. On the other hand these system (Lighting, motors, HVAC, P.F., boiler, can be
saved every year around 50985kWh that equal 34741NIS, this energy is equivalent

toapproximately34136 kg CO2 every year. This processes need to 32658NIS as investment cost and this
investment can be returns after 1.04 year.

∆ P_KW ∆ E_KWH ∆ C_NIS ∆ CO2 kg

Main saving value after the correction in lighting 0.5 1300.7 845.4 909.2

Total saving after installing of occupancy sensors. 14.5 6073 3948 3542

Annual saving when used pv system 4.20 13104 8518 9160

Annual saving after use H.E.M 6.16 20177 13115 14103



6- Abu Alsba’a Animals Feed Factory Energy Audit

Energy conservation measures:
1- Install High Efficient Motor Instead of Standard Motors.
2- Install Solar Water Heater to Preheat the Water for the Boilers.
3- Installing PV System

Project Name Abu Alsba’a Animals Feed Factory Energy Audit

Project objective Find the opportunities of saving energy in Abu Alsba’a Animals Feed Factory in Jenin. Abu
Alsba’a One of the biggest factories in Jenin. Produces 4000 – 4500 Tons of Feeds Every
Month For Poultry And Livestock.

Project beneficiary Abu Alsba’a Animals Feed Factory
Prepared by Eng.Arein Samara



7-NAPCO Factory Energy Audit

Project objective Identify opportunities to reduce consumption and improvement of energy
efficiency can provide effective way of achieving three simultaneous objectives:
Reducing cost ,Improving productivity
And minimizing the impact of industrial activity on the  environment

Project beneficiary NAPCO Factory

Prepared by Eng. Motaz Adli Shehab Eddin

Energy Conservation measures and
results:
- High efficient motors .
- Transformers .
- Heat recovery form gas burners .
- Solar water heaters .
- Cogeneration .

S.P.B.PSavingInvestmentMeasure
2.9 years40137 Nis/year116790 NISHEM
1.19 year505440 NIS / year600000NISSolar water heater
0.68725469.85000$Melting line
1.28813588.35000$Homogeneity line
0.22777186.75000$Drawing line
0.27850330.94000$Powder line

It was found that applying the SWH , HR , HEM measures will cost 243290 NIS and save
energy that equals 712152 NIS annually .

Recommendation:
• It is recommended to shut down the transformer when no load .
• It is recommended to replace the standard 3 X 150 HP electrical motors on the

extrusion line with high efficient motors of the same power rating .
• It is recommended to depend on solar water heater to supply the factory with hot water instead

of the gas burner .
• It is recommended to use heat recovery systems to recover the waste heat of furnaces' burners

of the melting , homogeneity , powder and drawing lines .



8- Energy Conservation at PTUK university

Project objective Improving energy efficiency by replacing and maintaining both technically and
financially analysis. energy conservation on the many “Topics”; Lighting System,
Solar Water Heater System, Power Factor, Neutral Line, Distributed Generation
and Renewable Sources (PV generator).

Project beneficiary PTUK university

Prepared by Eng. Osama Draidi
Eng. Abdel lateef Yadak

Energy Conservation measures:

1- Solar water heater-SWH
Flat Collector
Evacuated Tubes

2-Lighting
Lighting with ballast
Replacing Lamps with other Lamps

3-Power Factor Correction
4- Neutral Line Losses
5-Distributed Generation and Renewable Sources

Results:
Flat plate Collector

Annual Saving (Kwh) 5696.19 Kwh

Annual Cost Saving 3702.5235 Nis

Lighting with Ballast

Annual Saving (Kwh) 6717.312 Kwh/year
Annual Cost Saving 4366.2528 Nis

PV-Generation

Investment 6,000,000 $
Saving Per Year 118,260 $

Recommendation:
We recommend the administration of university to take into account this energy audit with its details
because it’s saving money; as reducing the bill, reducing the fuel; and reducing the Co2 emissions.



9 _Energy conservation in Al Safa Factory

Project objective Several energy conservation, such as current analysis, Power factor analysis,
luminance analysis, boiler analysis, and micro turbine

Project beneficiary Al Safa Factory

Prepared by Eng. Shorooq Yaish

Energy conservation measures:

Using several energy conservation
1-Current analysis,
2- Power factor analysis,
3- luminance analysis,
4-Boiler analysis,
5- Micro turbine

Results:

Total saving/year 95138.33 NIS/year

Total investment 424805.5 NIS

NPV NPV7959298.83 NIS

Recommendation:

1-Increase number of lighting unit.
2-Replace the standard motor by high efficient motor, in order to decrease the energy consumption be

motors.
3- Replace the diesel boiler to gas boiler because it decrease the amount of fuel use



10- Siniora Food Industries Company Energy Audit
Project objective Making study of the factory energy consuming systems related to different types of

loads for reducing energy consumption in it ..

Project beneficiary Siniora Food Industries Company

Prepared by Eng. Ahmad Khlouf

Energy conservation
measures:
1- Using SWH for hot water
2-Boiler Replacement
3-Improving combustion
4-Increasing evaporating
5-Reducing condensing

Results:
No Recommendation Approximated

investment NIS
Saving

kWh/year
Saving

NIS/year
SPBP
years

1 Using SWH for hot water 500000 272700 177255 2.82
2 Boiler Replacement 300000 184000 119600 2.51
3 Improving combustion 0 66000 42900 Immediately
4 Increasing evaporating 1000 2880 1872 0.53
5 Reducing condensing 3000 38000 24700 0.12
6 Total 804000 563580 366327 2.19

The saving was about 11.2%.
Recommendation:
Boiler

 Put meters on fuel flow meter on boilers, water flow meter on supply water, and thermometer
on feed tank.

 Recover all condensate where practical and substantial savings are possible.
 Using steam water mixers to improve steam system efficiency.
 Using solar water heating system to produce hot water.

Cooling system
 Periodic cleaning of condensers surface to achieve energy saving.
 Periodic cleaning of evaporators surface to achieve energy saving.
 Switch off chiller cooling pumps if it is unnecessary.
 Put maintenance program to repair the refrigerators, include the thermostats and the operation

of evaporator and condenser fans.
Lighting

 Turn off unnecessary lights for area not in use.
 Delegate the responsibility for switching off lights to operating staff.
 Do not close curtains to benefit from day light as much as possible
 Control lighting with clock timers, delay timers, photocells, and/or occupancy sensors.


